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Sankeralli and Mullen (2000) argue that the relationship between lights and neural
mechanisms depends on which color space is used. In particular, they dispute what
they term the “orthogonality property”, according to which modulation of lights
orthogonal to the direction of a linear mechanism is invisible to the mechanism.
They maintain that the orthogonality property is not valid for any arbitrarily chosen
color space. They claim, “It is critical to note that this orthogonality property was
originally applied to a cone contrast space. . . and. . . is valid only for this space or
any orthonormal transformation of this space.”
We disagree with their claim. Lights and neural responses do not depend on the
color space used to represent the data. The orthogonality property is not a
relationship between lights, but a relationship between lights and mechanisms. That
a modulation of lights is invisible to a particular detection mechanism does not
depend on the color space used to represent this relationship.
A mathematical formulation can help to clarify this relationship. Color spaces used
to represent human vision are constructed to give the same coordinates to lights that
have the same appearance. A (linear) color mechanism is a (linear) functional
defined on the coordinates of this space. The space of linear mechanisms is not the
color space, itself, but its dual (Knoblauch, 1995; Krantz, 1975). A linear
transformation of the color space in which lights are described induces a related but
different transformation of the dual space of chromatic detection mechanisms (Kay,
1988; Lipschutz, 1968). The transformation of the dual space is represented by a
matrix that is the transposed inverse of the matrix that represents the transformation
of the space of coordinates of lights. The orthogonality between a chromatic
stimulus and a detection mechanism is maintained when one takes care to transform
both the color space and its dual space properly.
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Let us examine this in more detail. Suppose that a particular chromatic modulation
is represented by a column vector v = [v1 ; v2 ; v3 ]T and that a linear detection
mechanism is represented by a row vector m = [m1 ; m2 ; m3 ]. Suppose further
that the chromatic modulation is orthogonal to the mechanism (and so is invisible).
This can be expressed by setting the dot product of the two vectors equal to zero.

0=m v

(1)
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If one now transforms linearly the color space of lights using an invertible 3x3
matrix A, then one must take care to transform the dual space in which detection mechanisms reside by the transpose of the inverse of A. Applying these two
transformations to the terms on the right-hand-side of Equation 1 reveals that orthogonality is valid for an arbitrary color space:
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Specifically, we do not require that A be unitary as Sankeralli and Mullen suppose.
Again, this is because we are defining a relationship between lights and mechanisms and not between lights.

0 = ((A?1)T mT )T Av = m(A?1A)v = m v




(2)

In our work with sectored noise masking, we were careful to observe the formalisms outlined above in order to obtain results that do not depend on the choice
of color space (D’Zmura and Knoblauch, 1998). In particular, we simulated the
performance of various detection models numerically in terms of mechanism responses rather than in terms of the color spaces in which data were represented.
The results of these simulations let us reject the notion that mechanisms along the
L&M and S cardinal directions are responsible for chromatic detection as well as
the hypothesis that detection mechanisms have nonlinear, narrowband sensitivities.
The conclusion that chromatic detection is subserved by multiple linear mechanisms is valid.
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